Interrelations between EEG frequency components in sedated intensive care patients during burst-suppression period.
The EEG during basic sedation and burst patterns during electroencephalic burst-suppression patterns (BSP) were analyzed. The aim of EEG analysis was the characterization and quantification of the interrelations between distinct frequency components in both states of sedation. The data for the investigations were derived from the routine EEG derivations of 12 patients with various neurosurgical diseases. It can be demonstrated that the degree of interrelation (amplitude modulation) between a low-frequency component (0-2.5 Hz) and oscillations with higher frequency (3-7.5 and 8-12 Hz) is increased in burst patterns during BSP compared with the EEG during basic sedation. It can be concluded that the degree of interrelations depends on the sedation depth induced by hypnotic drugs.